Abstract
Introduction
Compile-time optimization is often limited by a lack of information about the program input and/or target architecture. It is not uncommon that a program is installed on a network file system server, and is run on machines of varying configurations. Some of these machines may be uniprocessors, some may be multiprocessors, and each machine may have different processor speeds and memory hierarchies of differing depths and sizes. Even if a program is compiled for a single machine, optimization decisions are still limited by the lack of information about the input data set. Whether a technique should be applied, and if so with what parameters, can often not be determined at compile-time due to these unknown quantities. Rather, a solution at runtime is necessary.
We propose a novel framework for dynamic program optimization that builds on the strengths of existing approaches. Automated de-coupled adaptive program transformation (ADAPT) separates the generation of new code variants from their use. A translator runs concurrently with the application and, using values obtained through compiler-inserted instrumentation, optimizes code sections in the context of the current input data and machine configuration. Because we overlap code generation with program execution, standard compilers can take the place of the highly specialized code generators of many dynamic compilation systems.
As new variants are created, they are added to those available to the dynamic selection mechanism, which is the runtime decision algorithm that chooses the best code variant to run. Our dynamic selection framework allows for program sampling similar to the dynamic feedback approach [2] . That is, at runtime, program variants are timed and the best one is chosen. In addition, our scheme can prune the search space of program variants through conditions defined by the user, i.e. the developer of the actual optimization techniques. Using the instrumentation that is added to the application, ADAPT monitors the environment to ensure that decisions based on sampling are, and remain, valid.
We have implemented the ADAPT scheme using the Polaris compiler infrastructure. It generates the framework for invoking one or several different compilers at runtime and for selecting from the resulting code variants. It also inserts the instrumentation that is necessary for monitoring critical program variables and the machine environment. Compiler developers can "plug in" new transformation techniques by describing, in the form of a C++ class, the compilation tool's command line, and (optional) conditions for guiding their runtime selection. Our ADAPT compiler translates programs fully automatically. No user interaction is necessary. The user specifies neither the code sections on which to operate nor the applicable transformations. The scheme' works for both uniprocessors and multiprocessors.
We evaluate ADAPT by applying it to three SPEC floating-point benchmarks: Mgrid, Swim and Tomcatv. To each code, the implementation of our scheme in the Polaris/ADAPT compiler applies loop distribution, loop tiling, loop unrolling and automatic parallelization. We present results for ADAPT'S performance when searching for the best combination of these techniques. For comparison, we also combine these techniques statically without using architectural and input data set knowledge. These results are collected on both a multiprocessor and uniprocessor system, and show that ADAPT can outperform the statically generated combinations by as much as 70%.
In Section 2, we present an overview of our framework. In Section 3, we describe our compiler-supported system for automatically applying this framework. In Section 4, we show experimental results. In Section 5, we discuss related work. In Section 6 we present our conclusions.
2 An Overview of ADAPT Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the ADAPT framework, an extension of our previous work found in [6] . Optimization occurs at the granularity of Intervals, which are code sections with a single entry and single exit point, typically loop nests. Each interval is replaced in the original code by an i f -else block that selects between a call to the Dynamic Selector and the default static version of the interval. The default static version is used during a shelter period if the execution time falls below a profitability threshold. The i f test and the periodic re-evaluation are the only overheads incurred by a code section that cannot benefit from our scheme.
Environment Monitoring:
In order to adapt to a runtime environment, it must be monitored. The Inspector contains a number of routines for collecting environmental and program characteristics. These characteristics can include timings, performance counter values, and even results from microbenchmarks. Calls to these routines are embedded in the Dynamic Selector and other support code. The information returned by the monitoring routines is stored into descriptors for the code variants, the intervals, or the machineconfiguration. The execution times collected by the Inspector are used to maintain and prioritize the Optimization Queue.
Code Triage: The Optimization Queue is a priority queue that orders the interval descriptors by execution time. Optimization is performed on hot-spots first, by choosing the most time-consuming interval from this queue. Hot-spot detection, along with the shelter period described above, make up the triage services provided by our system.
Dynamic Selection:
If an interval has a sufficiently large execution time, it will call the Dynamic Selector. When the Dynamic Selector is called, it selects the best code variant based on the interval descriptor and the descriptors of the available code variants. By default, it selects the previous best variant, unless it has become stale. A code variant becomes stale after a user-set time interval. Developers may also specify additional criteria for determining staleness. For example, a developer may set a threshold for code variants that have loop tiling applied to them; they become stale if the number of array accesses fall below this threshold.
If the current code variant becomes stale, a new variant is selected using a combination of pruning and Sampling mechanisms. The variants available to an interval for execution are first screened using conditions defined by the developer of the optimization. For example, a developer may choose to limit the selection of a parallelized variant such that it can only be selected if the application is executing on a multiprocessor. After the available variants are pruned, the remaining variants are sampled in order to select a best variant, that is each variant will be used once, and the one with the shortest execution time will be selected.
Our sampling phase monitors the data set. In our implementation, the loop bounds are recorded at the beginning of the sampling phase. Timings are only considered comparable if these bounds match. If the bounds change continually, ADAPT is forced to select variants somewhat arbitrarily. However, if the application has several phases, with constant loop bounds within but not across phases, ADAPT will restart Sampling at the phase boundaries. waits for the Remote Optimizer to return a new code descriptor, describing a newly generated code variant and its location. Upon receiving the code descriptor, it dynamically links in the new variant and adds it to those available to the Dynamic Selector. Finally it marks the interval's currently chosen variant as stale, and begins the process again with the current top of the Optimization Queue. If the Remote Optimizer returns an empty code descriptor, the interval is marked as fully optimized, removing it from the queue. The interval will be reconsidered if its current 'best' version becomes stale, allowing optimization to be performed in the context of the changed runtime environment. The Remote Optimizer runs in the background on a remote machine, or a free processor of a multiprocessor, waiting for calls from the client application. It can generate a new code variant using any combination of restructurers and compilers, since it is not limited by the requirement for a short execution time. The Remote Optimizer is passed an interval descriptor, which includes information about the current runtime environment and the past behavior of the interval. It then generates a new version based upon this descriptor and the history of previous optimizations it has applied. After generating a new variant in a shared library, it creates a new code descriptor, updates the variant catalog file, and returns the code descriptor to the Local Optimizer.
Compiler-support for ADAPT
We have implemented comprehensive support for ADAPT in the Polaris optimizing compiler [5] , which is a Fortran 77 source-to-source restructurer and parallelizer. Polaris/ADAPT automatically selects intervals, encapsulates them in newly created subroutines, and replaces them in the original code with an if-else block that conditionally calls the Dynamic Selector. It then generates the dynamic selector, inspector, and the local and remote optimizers. The framework applies developer-described stand-alone restructurers and back-end compiler flags.
A user description of a technique includes the following elements: (1) the number of different sampling variants and ( 2 ) the names of these variants. A sampling variant is simply an implementation of the technique. If multiple variants are supplied, Polaris/ADAPT will generate the framework such that the Dynamic Selector chooses the best code. This is the method by which a user turns on our sampling mechanism. If one of the sampling variants is specified as OFF, ADAPT will also sample the performance of the code without the technique applied. If no pruning criteria is provided by the developer, a technique is applied to all intervals, and variants using this technique can always be selected. All code variants become stale after a configurable time interval.
A user may optionally specify additional information to prune the sampling space, including: (1) a compile-time method for screening out intervals on which a technique should not be applied, (2) conditions under which the technique should be invoked, (3) conditions under which variants generated by this technique should be selected, and (4) conditions under which variants generated by this technique become stale. If multiple techniques are defined, all combinations that pass these screening criteria will be sampled. Figure 2 . User definition of a stand-alone loop distributor. This module shows the typical code a user must write to plug-in a transformation. Figure 2 shows how loop distribution was described to our system. DistributionTechnique provides a compile-time method for screening intervals by defining the screen function to only select imperfectly nested loops. It then defines two sampling variants:
OFF and distributor. Based on this definition, Polaris/ADAPT will generate the framework such that every imperfectly nested loop will have runtime variants generated with and without using loop distribution. At runtime, sampling determines the best of these variants.
Experimental Evaluation

Setup
Our evaluation is performed using three Sun SPARC machines: (1) an UltraSPARC Enterprise 4000 with six 250 MHz UltraSPARC-I1 processors, each with a 1 MB L2 cache, and a 1.5 GB shared main memory, (2) an UltraSPARC-I1 uniprocessor workstation with a single 300 MHz UltraSPARC-I1 processor, a 500 KB L2 cache, and a 1 GB main memory, and (3) a SPARCstation 20 with four 100 MHz hyperSPARC processors, each with a 256 KB external data cache, and a 128 MB shared main memory. Data is collected for both the Enterprise and the UltraSPARC workstation, with the SPARCstation 20 serving as a remote optimizer for the Enterprise.
We evaluate ADAPT using three programs from the SPEC floating point benchmark suite: Mgrid, Swim and Tomcatv. For both Mgrid and Swim, the SPEC'2000 versions are used, while for Tomcatv, the SPEC'95 version is used. In all cases, the ref data sets for the respective suites are used.
We evaluate the performance of our scheme in choosing the best combination of loop distribution, loop tiling, loop unrolling and automatic parallelization for these three programs. A loop distributor and a loop tiler were written using the Polaris infrastructure. Loop unrolling was performed by using the -unroll flag with the back-end compiler. Automatic parallelization was performed by using Polaris as a parallelizer. Table l contains a description of each technique and the conditions provided to our system.
For comparison, we generated a static version by combining each of these techniques, at compile-time, without input data set and architectural information provided. In addition, a static combination was generated using only the techniques that yielded a positive improvement when applied individually. The measurements of these two program variants are important reference points. They represent the performance of a static compilation and that of a feedback-directed compilation, respectively. Figure 3 shows the results for both the Enterprise and UltraSPARC workstation. On the Enterprise, we collected timings for two configurations of ADAPT. The first configuration, RemoteDyn, performed the dynamic compilation remotely on the SPARCstation 20, and the second configuration, LocalDyn performed compilation locally on the Enterprise. On the U1-traSPARC workstation, only a RemoteDyn scheme is present, with optimization performed on the Enterprise. All dynamically optimized programs start with the intervals unoptimized, that is, without loop distribution, loop unrolling, loop tiling and automatic parallelization applied. The combination of tiling and parallelization likewise degrades the performance of Mgrid on the Enterprise. Since the loop bounds are not known, tiling is applied to several nests in cases where the tile size exceeds the number of iterations of the loops being tiled. The compiler attempting to reduce the number of synchronization points, selects the outermost loop of these tiled nests as the parallel loop. In Mgrid, these tile control loops have only a single iteration and therefore the nest is essentially serialized. ADAPT, having both the iteration counts and the cache size available to it at runtime, does not tile these nests and therefore this degradation is not seen.
Results
Mgrid
On the Enterprise, our framework begins with a sequential, unoptimized program, and is able to outperform both Staticcombo and ProfileCombo by over 70%. On the UltraSPARC uniprocessor workstation, the local optimizer thread is running on the same processor. However as shown in Figure 3 .b, the ADAPT version of Mgrid is still able to perform to within 1% of the best static combination.
Swim:
Using the SPEC'2000 ref data set, Swim likewise executes in over 1 hour on the Enterprise. Unlike Mgrid, it has runtime constant loop bounds and therefore allows sampling to converge. In Swim, again StaticCombo degrades over LpPar on the Enterprise due to conflicts between tiling and automatic parallelization. Profilecombo applies only loop distribution and automatic parallelization. Unlike Mgrid, Swim benefits from this combination of distribution and parallelization; it enables loop interchange of a major loop nest. Therefore, a simple-minded heuristic of never applying loop distribution with parallelization is not sufficient. ADAPT shows performance near this profilebased static compilation, outperforming Staticcombo by 26%. In this case, Profilecombo is exactly the correct combination of techniques and therefore represents a lower bound on the execution time.
ADAPT is able to begin with an unoptimized version of Swim and to perform to within 2% of this lower bound. On the uniprocessor workstation, ADAPT is able to slightly outperform Staticcombo and to perform within 5% of Profilecombo.
Tomcatv:
Our measurements of Tomcatv use the SPEC'95 ref data set. The sequential execution time of this code is significantly shorter than the other two programs, being less than 5 minutes on the Enterprise.
While waiting for optimized code to be available, suboptimal variants are used instead. Because of its short execution time, the time spent in these suboptimal variants is a significant factor.
On the Enterprise, only parallelization improves performance when applied alone. Interestingly the blind combination of all techniques in Staticcombo outperforms Profilecombo by 6%, highlighting the difficulty in selecting appropriate combinations. Due to its short execution time, both dynamic versions perform significantly worse than the static combinations. However, LocalDyn does perform much better than RemoteDyn. performance than does sampling. The breakdown of the loops in Mgrid showed similar trends. In Tomcatv, which has a much shorter total execution time, the effect of rag is dramatic.
When compilation is done remotely on the slower 100 MHz hyperSPARC workstation, only 2 intervals are optimized before the program completes. The contribution of rag from just these two intervals accounts for 16% of the total program execution time. If the best variant of these two intervals had been used from the start of the execution, the program would be 16% faster. Due to the lag time, the majority of the code remains unoptimized. 70% of the execution time is spent in this part of the code.
When compilation is done locally, all of the significant loop nests in Tomcatv are able to be optimized.
The short execution of the program still causes zag t o be significant, being directly responsible for over 30% of the execution time. However, time spent in completely unoptimized code sections becomes negligible, and the total program execution time improves by over 15%.
On the uniprocessor, none of the techniques improve performance in Tomcatv. Therefore, only the overhead of the ADAPT framework is seen. This leads to a performance degradation with respect to the original code; however, this degradation is still an improvement over the loss seen by Staticcombo.
Related Work
One of the earliest methods proposed for performing runtime optimization was multiple version loops [7] . In this technique, several variants of a loop are generated at compile-time and the best version is selected based upon runtime information. Since multiversioning cannot make use of runtime information to prune useless variants, it may cause significant code explosion. T y p ically, to avoid such an explosion, only a few variants are generated for each code section. Gupta and Bodik [8] proposed adaptive loop transformations to allow the application of many standard loop transformations at runtime using parameterization. They provide a framework for applying loop fusion, loop fission, loop interchange, loop alignment and loop reversal efficiently at runtime. We are currently adding support for parameterization to the ADAPT framework to increase its flexibility.
Diniz and Rindard [2] proposed dynamic feedback, a technique for dynamically selecting code variants based upon measured execution times. In their scheme, a program has alternating sampling and production phases. In the sampling phase, code variants, generated at compile-time using different optimization strategies, are executed and timed. This phase continues for a user-defined interval. After the interval expires, the code variant that exhibited the best execution time This work has primarily focused on efficient runtime generation and specialization of code sections that are identified through user-inserted code or directives. To reduce the time spent in code generation, optimizations are usually staged by using compilers that are specialized to the part of the program being optimized [ll] . We attempt to minimize the need for specialized dynamic compilers by removing code generation from the critical execution path of a program.
Plezbert and Cytron [17]
have proposed continvous compilation to overlap the "just-in-time" compilation of Java applications with their interpretation. Compilation occurs in the background as the program continues to be executed through interpretation. They order the code section to be compiled by targeting hot-spots first. This is also the approach taken by the Java HotSpot Performance Engine [18]. Unlike our approach, there is no specialization performed using machine or input data set information. We have shown that it is possible to specialize using relatively constant runtime characteristics by compiling in the background.
Conclusions
Automated de-coupled adaptive program transformation (ADAPT) is a novel approach for dynamic program optimization that builds on the strengths of existing schemes. It de-couples runtime code generation from the dynamic selection of generated variants at their points of use. The dynamic selection mechanism in our scheme allows for sampling to be done, as in the dynamic feedback approach, as well as for a prun-ing of the sampling space. We have given an overview of our framework and have presented and evaluated a compiler-supported framework for applying it.
We have shown that ADAPT can improve performance by u p to 70% over statically optimized code.
Our framework performs best with applications that are regular, and that have long execution times. Applications that have frequently changing loop bounds may profit from techniques that do not use sampling as a selection mechanism. Programs that have short execution times may improve in performance if the applied optimizations have large impact, but the lag in the availability of optimized variants, due to de-coupling, can have a significant impact on the execution time.
Our framework substantially simplifies one of the most difficult tasks in traditional compiler design: the decision making of when and where to apply a transformation. ADAPT makes these decisions based upon runtime measurements (i.e., sampling) and optional user-supplied static and dynamic pruning criteria. ADAPT uses "plugged-in" optimization techniques, allowing developers to easily add new optimizations. We believe that our framework and comprehensive compiler support provides, for the first time, a practical method for using and experimenting with diverse dynamic program optimizations. It facilitates the combination of a wide variety of new and existing optimization techniques and the development of strategies for orchestrating them in a n optimal way.
